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Dear partner,

The Cancéropôle Lyon Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes (CLARA), the cancer research cluster of the Auvergne-
Rhône-Alpes region, is pleased to announce the 14th edition of its annual Cancer Research Forum, which 
will be held in Lyon on April 4 & 5, 2019. 

This meeting aims to bring together researchers, clinicians, students, industrial and civil society representatives 
interested in oncology. It is a major place for sharing, inspiring and interacting on the latest scientific 
advances in the global fight against cancer.

The two-day program includes a wide choice of multidisciplinary sessions, addressing crucial topics on the 
issues of cancer research from fundamental to clinical research. 
More than 40 renowned experts in cancer biology, prevention, health technologies, big data, artificial 
intelligence in the field of oncology will join our panel of speakers and over 700 attendees are expected. 

CLARA’s Forum will be a great opportunity to ensure the visibility of your company in front of delegates 
who have a vested interest in your products and services, a chance to reach a targeted audience and to 
receive positive media attention.

Be part of this wonderful occasion to get in touch with the large and dynamic community involved in the 
fight against cancer and let us create together a memorable event!

Pr. Véronique TRILLET-LENOIR                                                       
Chair, CLARA Steering Committee

Olivier EXERTIER 
CLARA Secretary General
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The Cancéropôle Lyon Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes (CLARA) coordinates the regional 

scientific community in the field of cancer research to encourage technology transfer 

to the benefit of patients. 

Initiated by the French Cancer Plan in 2003, CLARA is supported by public authorities 

(National Cancer Institute, local authorities, European Funding) and represents one 

of the seven French cancéropôles.  

CLARA has developed a regional strategy in the fight against cancer supporting 
three regional innovation fields.

* Cellular Plasticity, Immunity, Infections, Micro-environment and Metabolism, Microbiota
** Multimodal imaging, Radiotherapies, Nanomedicine /Omics, Big Data & Mathematical Modeling
*** Cancer Prevention, Environment, Nutrition, Humanities and Social Sciences
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Key
numbers 2018

+ 700 
participants

40+ 
renowned speakers

120 
face-to-face meetings

14th 
edition

95% 
of delegates would 
recommend the 
congress to a colleague

#ForumCLARA 
Follow us !

120 
scientific posters

20+ 
exhibition booths

10+ 
press articles

Event video 
Click here



The place 
       to be!
At the heart of one of Europe’s major region in life 
sciences, CLARA’s Cancer Research Forum is the 
essential annual meeting for actors involved in the 
field of oncology. 

The event contributes to the coordination of 
the academic, clinical and industrial researchers’ 
community. It is an enlightened meeting for sharing 
on cancer research’s great issues, interacting with 
other disciplines and inspiring high added value 
collaborations.



Share

Scientific Oral and Poster Sessions
Scientific and innovative sessions on breaking issues in cancer research,  
addressed by expert stakeholders in their fields

Public Event
A public debate to disseminate advances in cancer research

Interact

Research2Business Oncology Meeting
A dedicated space for fostering public-private partnerships and speeding   
up industrial transfer, B2B platform, elevator pitchs of projects open to   
collaboration, industrial success stories, meetings with big pharmas...

Inspire

Career Corner
Meetings between young talents in oncology and (new) pharma or    
biotech professions

Three events           
in one!



A growing audience
along the years...

Gathering a large panel
of experts in oncology

2013
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2014
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2015
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2016
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2017
600

2018
700
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Your involvement in and support of the Forum represent a major asset for this event’s 
prestige. By joining this initiative, you can strengthen your organisation’s reputation in 
the industry, create an interesting pipeline for new partnerships, and provide renewed 
inspiration for business and your teams.

The benefits for your company are:

Associate your image with innovative and promising approaches in cancer research

Benefit from a unique visibility toward a targeted and qualified audience

Develop partnerships with actors from the university, clinical and industrial fields

Participate in the enriching debates and in our various exchange spaces (poster 
sessions, exhibition area, B2B meetings)

Why support CLARA's 
Forum?

They trusted us over the years



PLATINUM GOLD SILVER

A banner ad to run on the congress 
website

€10.000 €5.000 €2.000

A dedicated eBlast promoting your 
activity sent to registered attendees

A timeslot for a showcase in the Partner 
Pitch Room

Your logo and a full page ad in the 
congress book

Your logo and 200-word organization 
profile on the congress website

Stand type

Attendees badges

A 12 m² 
deluxe stand

Includes:  
standard 
package, 

carpet, «club 
chair» and 

coffee table 

A private meeting room to plan a targeted 
network (available 1 half-day)

A 12 m²      
standard stand

Includes:  
standard 
package  

A 6 m²      
standard stand

Standard 
package:
1 table, 2 
chairs, 1 

power  outlet  

Define your 
sponsorphip level

Your company name on the Forum 
village map in the congress book

Limited to 2 Limited to 4

Your access to the B2B platform 



Boost your exposure,
Share your expertise,

Foster partnerships inside the Forum Village

Find your best exhibition space in the Forum Village.

Forum de la Recherche en Cancérologie Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes
3-4 avril 2018, Villeurbanne

PLAN DES STANDS

12 m² exhibition 
space

6 m² exhibition 
space
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Host a meeting in the Partner Pitch Room
Benefits include: access to a confidential room to present 
your products, services or activities to delegates, your logo 
on the Partner Pitch Program included in the Congress 
book 

Support the B2B platform
Benefits include: your logo on website, signage in B2B area, 
provision of timeslot to host your face-to-face meetings  

Support the conference’s filming
Benefits include: your logo on videos uploaded on 
CLARA Youtube account

Support a dedicated session
Benefits include: your logo in the program and during the 
session

€1.000

€1.000

€1.000

€1.000

Choose your additional 
sponsorphip items 

Insert a full page ad in the congress book
Benefits include: recognition of your company

€500



KEY DATES
Sponsorship reservation deadline: March 1st, 2019
Abstract submission deadline: January 30, 2019
Registration deadline: March 22, 2019
CLARA Cancer Research Forum: April 4-5, 2019

MORE INFORMATION
www.forum.canceropole-clara.com
#ForumCLARA
@canceroCLARA

CONTACT US!
forum@canceropole-clara.com
+33 (0)4 37 90 17 10

See you soon!

Cancéropôle Lyon Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes
Domilyon Building – 5th floor

321, avenue Jean Jaurès - 69007 Lyon
Tel: +33 (0)4 37 90 17 10

www.canceropole-clara.com
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